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Just how can? Do you assume that you do not need adequate time to go for purchasing book Beautiful Secret
(The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren Don't bother! Simply rest on your seat. Open your kitchen
appliance or computer system as well as be online. You can open up or go to the link download that we
provided to obtain this Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren By by doing this, you
could get the on the internet book Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren Checking out
guide Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren by on the internet could be really done
easily by conserving it in your computer system and device. So, you could proceed each time you have free
time.

Review
Mmmm delicious awkward, nervous hero. Part of the reason I really enjoyed this book is that it’s absolutely
laden with UST. A lot of time in New Adult the sex happens so fast that a lot of the tension fizzles
out. Beautiful Secret does a remarkable job of keeping the sexual content heavy (all Lauren’s books are
pretty damn hot) while keeping the tension high. (Smart Bitches, Trashy Books on Beautiful Secret)

“The thing that I love the most about Christina Lauren and the duo’s Beautiful books is that there is always
humor in them. As well as hot steamy moments and some of the sweetest I love you’s.”
(BooksSheReads.com)

"The perfect blend of sex, sass and heart, Beautiful Bastard is a steamy battle of wills that will get your blood
pumping!" (S.C. Stephens, bestselling author of Thoughtless)

“Filled with plenty of hot sex and sizzling tension.”
(RT Book Reviews)

“…deliciously steamy…”
(EW.com)

“Smart, sexy, and satisfying...destined to become a romance classic.” (Tara Sue Me, bestselling author of
The Submissive,)

 “A devilishly depraved cross between a hardcore porn and a very special episode of The Office…For us
fetish-friendly fiends to feast on!!” (PerezHilton.com)

“Hot . . . if you like your hook-ups early and plentiful..." (EW.com)

“Beautiful Bastard has heart, heat, and a healthy dose of snark. Romance readers who love a smart plot are in



for an amazingly sexy treat!” (Myra McEntire, author of Hourglass)

"Beautiful Bastard is the perfect mix of passionate romance and naughty eroticism. I couldn’t, and didn’t, put
it down until I’d read every last word." (Elena Raines, Twilightish)

About the Author
Christina Lauren is the combined pen name of long-time writing partners/besties/soulmates and brain-twins
Christina Hobbs and Lauren Billings, the New York Times, USA Today, and #1 international bestselling
authors of the Beautiful Bastard and Wild Seasons series, Sublime, and The House. You can find them
online at christinalaurenbooks.com, Facebook.com/ChristinaLaurenBooks, or @ChristinaLauren on Twitter.
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Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren As a matter of fact, publication is really a
home window to the world. Also lots of people could not appreciate checking out publications; guides will
constantly give the precise information regarding fact, fiction, encounter, journey, politic, religion, and more.
We are here an internet site that provides compilations of books more than guide store. Why? We offer you
lots of varieties of connect to obtain guide Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren On is
as you require this Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren You could locate this
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your own to do it. Hence, reading this e-book Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren is
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Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren Also you consistently check out by obligation, you can
assist yourself to have reading e-book practice. It will certainly be so valuable and enjoyable after that.

However, exactly how is the way to obtain this book Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina
Lauren Still puzzled? It does not matter. You can take pleasure in reading this book Beautiful Secret (The
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Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren in the web link offered to visit. You will obtain this
Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren by online. After downloading and install, you
can conserve the soft file in your computer system or gizmo. So, it will certainly reduce you to review this
book Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren in specific time or location. It may be
uncertain to take pleasure in reviewing this publication Beautiful Secret (The Beautiful Series) By Christina
Lauren, since you have bunches of work. But, with this soft file, you could take pleasure in reviewing in the
extra time even in the spaces of your jobs in workplace.
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New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author Christina Lauren’s Beautiful and Wild Seasons
series hook up in Beautiful Secret for an erotic intercontinental romp that celebrates the best of both worlds!

When Ruby Miller’s boss announces he’s sending her on an extended business trip to New York City, she’s
shocked. As one of the best and brightest young engineers in London, she knows she’s professionally up to
the task. The part that’s throwing her is where she’ll be spending a month up close and personal working
alongside—and staying in a hotel with—Niall Stella, her firm’s top urban planning executive and The
Hottest Man Alive. Despite her ongoing crush, Ruby is certain Niall barely knows she’s alive…until their
flirty overnight flight makes him sit up and take notice.

Not one for letting loose and breaking rules, recently divorced Niall would describe himself as hopeless
when it comes to women. But even he knows outgoing California-girl Ruby is a breath of fresh air. Once she
makes it her mission to help the sexy Brit loosen his tie, there’s no turning back. Thousands of miles from
London, it’s easy for the lovers to play pretend. But when the trip is over, will the relationship they’ve built
up fall down?
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167 of 177 people found the following review helpful.
I LAUGHED, I CRIED, I NEARLY COMBUSTED... A MUST-READ!!
By Natasha is a Book Junkie
“It’s yours, you know.”
“What is?”
“My heart, of course, but also my body. My hands, my lips, my c**k. I trust you with all of it more than I
even trust myself.”

My mind is still reeling because this book was my complete and utter undoing. I am writing this review
while literally still hugging my now beloved paperback copy, secretly hoping that the beautiful words in it
would somehow escape and infuse themselves into me forever. With one of the most phenomenal writing
styles of our generation and flawless, iron-clad character development, this talented writing duo has given us
once again an unforgettable, emotionally engaging storyline to become addicted to, this time with two
incredibly intricate characters and a perfectly paced, meticulously crafted relationship that is never rushed,
never even hurried, and solely driven forward by the characters’ emotional growth and self-awareness. I
gobbled up every word, immersing myself into a story that had my attention from the get-go, and I fear I will
never be able to fully express how much I truly adored this book.

“I’d been wrestling with my Niall Stella crush for six months, and I was pretty sure he still didn’t know that I
was an employee at the firm rather than a regular takeout delivery girl.”

Ruby Miller is a twenty-three-year-old American intern at one of the largest and most successful engineering



firms in Europe, now living in London. Attractive, smart, witty—Ruby’s open and honest personality shines
through her every action, but is regularly stilted by her ongoing and downright distracting infatuation with
her office crush—the very handsome but unreachable, Niall Stella. Fully aware that the object of her
affections might not even be aware of her existence, she is happy to appreciate him from afar, relishing every
moment spent in his presence, every stolen glimpse of the man who feeds her most intimate fantasies, but
still secretly hoping that one day he’d notice her.

“What was it you said about repressed sexual energy?”
“Enough to power the whole bloody city, if you ask me. That’s where his real urban planning skill would
come in—hooking himself up to the grid .”

Niall Stella is distinguished, reserved, his every step measured and poised, but behind that firm façade lies a
man who is stuck in a rut of self-imposed boundaries and expectations, a man who struggles daily with regret
and self-deprecation, his failed marriage having left a deep emotional scar that makes him question whether
he could ever make a woman truly happy. His old-fashioned view on relationships and love in general is
shaken from the moment Ruby enters his life, her vivacious and unrestrained personality, coupled with the
kind of openness and honesty that is foreign to him, drawing him out of his shell and forcing him to push his
own limits.

“Do you think I’m weird?”
“Yes, weird in the sense that you are unexpected and I am rarely surprised by people. I think you rather
exquisite.”

When they find themselves together on a month-long business trip to New York City working alongside each
other every single day, they quickly discover that their greatest difference lies in the way they perceive
relationships and the way they each process the growing emotions they feel for one another. An extrovert by
nature, Ruby’s honest and communicative disposition shake the very foundations of Niall’s introverted, quiet
reserve, making him feel adventurous, interesting, fun for once—sides of himself he never got to see during
his decade-long marriage to a woman he barely knew. Everything he feels for Ruby is new to him, part of the
uncharted territory of his inexpressive personality, thus forcing them to commence a carefully paced, open
and honest exploration of what a sexual relationship between two such opposites might entail. And what it
would take to overcome all the emotional hurdles standing in their way.

“If I wanted to make love to her tonight, I could. If I wanted to feel myself deep in her throat, I could. If I
wanted limits, I would need to be the one to set them. But did I truly want limits, or did I think I should want
them?”

What starts as a sexy, rather flirty storyline, quickly morphs into an even sexier but deeply emotional
romance that is truly remarkable in its approach to the way these characters learn to discover one another,
and themselves in the process. We hear both their voices throughout the story, that precious insight into both
of these characters making us appreciate their deepest fears and hang-ups a lot more intimately.

I laughed, I cried, I felt my body burn from the sheer sexiness of too many scenes in this book to count,
never knowing a guy merely touching a woman’s calf could make me literally combust in my own skin like
that. And I felt every single emotion these extraordinary authors had expertly woven into this story. Their
signature climax in the end carries that sweet punch of angst that we’ve become helplessly addicted to,
perhaps even pricklier this time around as it left me a sobbing mess in its wake, only standing to show that
there is no emotion these authors are unable to stir in their readers. A beautiful read, an astonishing love
story, a couple whose journey I understood and felt from beginning to end—this is a book I would



recommend with all my heart.

“And what if after the rush of conquest wears off, you’ll realize that I’m not what you’ve built me up to be?”

15 of 17 people found the following review helpful.
Christina Lauren took what I'd come to expect of this series and flipped it upside down.
By Jessica Sotelo (Angie & Jessica's Dreamy Reads)
Beautiful Secret is the delightfully entertaining story of Niall Stella, Max's brother across the pond, and Ruby
Miller, a London transplant originally from San Diego. Both characters were briefly introduced in previous
Christina Lauren books, but if I thought I had them pegged, I was starkly mistaken. Niall, hugely successful
in his field, and Ruby, an engineering student and intern on the rise, find themselves shipped off to New
York together for a month long business trip. Initially the dynamic between Niall and Ruby felt vaguely
reminiscent of that of Bennett Ryan and Chloe Mills in Beautiful Bastard. Niall is an extremely successful
businessman in the area of urban planning, and Ruby is a young intern who's had a relentless crush on him
for months. Her crush evolving in the board room of their office, her fumbling nervousness whenever he's
present, their blooming attraction taking flight despite his position of power in the work place. all similarities
that made Beautiful Secret seem as though it was following in Beautiful Bastard's footprints. But it isn't so.
These characters, their journey together, where they've been and where they're going, deviates so far from
that path, it's unrecognizable. The writing team of Christina Lauren continues to surprise me with an
unpredictable, sexy, surprising story line that's like nothing they've written before.

Niall contrasts from the other men in the Beautiful series in more ways than I can possibly count. Unlike
Bennett, Max and Will, Niall isn't afraid of commitment. In fact, he's been married and divorced and doesn't
have much experience outside of his recently dissolved marriage. He's also not as brash, but rather quietly
flirtatious and sweet. Niall's inexperience, his reluctance and uncertainty, his quiet containment, all of it
made him that much more endearing to me as the reader. There's something very alluring about not know
what Niall is capable of. He doesn't know himself. Conversely, while Ruby is young, fresh out of undergrad,
she's still the more forward, more feisty, more aggressive half of this pair. They compliment each other
perfectly. He grounds her, she lightens him. He reigns her in a bit, she forces him to let go. He thinks too
long, too hard, too much. She's spontaneous and carefree. He's rather refined and methodical. She's sassy and
reckless. It's a very welcome change, this dynamic. Together, Niall and Ruby make for a Beautiful Secret
that is sexy and fun and completely unpredictable.

Anyone who thinks that they know what to expect with this installment will be both mistaken and surprised,
as I was. The build in Beautiful Secret is slow and tortuous. Rather than being overtly sexual, it's painstaking
and sensual, the attraction and desire growing exquisitely slowly. Niall Stella is scrupulous with his self-
control, and Ruby is one patient woman. Where the sexual exploits of the blooming romances in previous
books may have unfolded in the bedroom, on the conference room table, or in a sex club, the sexual nature of
Niall and Ruby's relationship unfolds through titillating conversation and provocative confessions about their
mutual desires and fantasies. It's an achingly slow build, but that pace made for such an intense slow burn.

Christina Lauren executes a flawless story in Beautiful Secret, captivating the reader with this luscious
addition to an explosively sexy series. True to form, Beautiful Secret is rife with sexual tension, passionate
romance and an unexpected climax that gave my heart those exquisitely painful tugs and twinges I so
desperately crave. With wholly bewitching characters, an emotionally intense, yet deliciously sweet story
line, Beautiful Secret was impossible to put down. I was consumed. I'm insatiable when it comes to this
writing pair, ravenous through every page yet reluctant for it to end. This story truly was a game changer.
Christina Lauren took what I'd come to expect of this series and flipped it upside down. This story maintains
the distinctive flavor that runs through the whole series, but everything feels different. From the meticulously



crafted personalities of the characters, to the drastically different dynamic they share, to the completely
outside the box course of events that drives this plot, this story affirms that there's a whole lot more up
Christina Lauren's sleeve than I ever imagined.

11 of 13 people found the following review helpful.
The queens continue their reign. 5 stars for my new book boyfriend, Niall.
By Dawn
Oh Christina Lauren. You just do this to me every single time. Every. Single. Time.

Fans of their writing will find all the things they typically love in Beautiful Secret. Hilarious inner dialogue,
tangible sexual tension, and a heartbreaking level of emotion and sweetness in the growth of the relationship
between Niall and Ruby. The journey to actually hitting the sheets took longer than I expected (I mean, hello,
Beautiful Bastard anyone? Somewhere in chapter 1 or 2, right?), but in no way did it detract from their story.
Anything else wouldn't have been authentic for Niall's character. FYI- Telling me he's a Mr Darcy? Yes, just
yes. Thank you, for that mental image. I adored that he was hesitant and unsure and openly admitted that he
didn't know what the frick he was doing. Ruby may not have been my favorite heroine (that is still a tie
between Chloe and Hannah) but together, I loved them.

I have a couple spoilery things, that I'll keep to the end of the review, but I will admit two things that
*almost* knocked this down to four stars for me. 1- Ruby's internal conflict came very late in the book, and
didn't make a ton of sense to me since it did kinda come out of left field. And 2- (people are going to think
I'm insane for this) I could NOT STAND the font that Niall's POV was written in. Seriously, it was difficult
to read. I felt nuts for thinking, because it's just a font, right? But honestly, the first half of the book, I didn't
even look forward to his chapters because it hurt my eyes. No need for a different font, editor. Labeling the
chapter is just fine, we're smart people.

Okay, and back to my everlasting love of this book. *SPOILER-ISH STUFF*

Thank you. THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU for giving her a backbone at the end. Oh, I
prostrate myself before you. THANK YOU for having Niall hold himself back from kissing her or touching
her when she was flaming (and justifiably) mad. I was like, raising my hands and going "YES, YES YES
YES!" when she explained why she needed space. And it was so refreshing. Because it was REAL. So many
books have the big he-man push for angry, makeup sex and all is forgiven. Oh, you're going to make me see
stars? Great! You're forgiven! But no, in the infinite awesomeness that is Christina Lauren, you gave us a
heroine who straight up says, NO, I need some space and you will give it to me. That's the kind of heroine I
want to read, and that's the kind of love story that I will pay almost $8 for. And the sweetness of the reunion?
Oh my heavens. love. I am just so in awe of their ability to perfectly balance steamy sexy times and depth of
emotion.

You two, you just rock. Keep it up. I'll buy them as long as you write them!

See all 502 customer reviews...
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